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The following should be labeled with the students name:
❏ One plastic expanding portfolio/accordion file.  It should be able to

close and be durable.  This will be their homework folder for the

year. (Examples:  Smead, Premium Poly Expanding Wallet, Pendaflex

Poly Slide File with four pockets)

❏ Assorted color highlighters (2 each of yellow, pink, blue, green and

orange - one will be kept at home and one at school)

❏ 2 dozen pencils (to use throughout the year)

❏ 2 wedge erasers.  Third graders tend to use up the erasers on pencils

very quickly and wedge erasers work best.

❏ Hand held pencil sharpener (preferably one that has a cover to catch

shavings)

❏ Set of colored pencils

❏ Set of markers

❏ 3 black ultra-fine permanent markers (Sharpie ultra fine point, Paper

Mate flair felt tip pens, any journal marker pens) you may purchase

extra colors that you would like.

❏ Student scissors

❏ 4 pack of glue sticks



❏ Soft pencil case, preferably one meant for a binder (with 3 holes as

we will be hanging these from the sides of the students desks). It

should be able to fit colored pencils, markers, erasers, scissors,

highlighters and 4 pencils.

❏ 1 set of subtraction, addition, and multiplications flash cards

❏ 2 Marbled Notebooks - one of these will be covered and decorated

within the first weeks of school

❏ A set of headphones, (students should also have a set at home that

is readily available)

❏ Book bag for transporting school supplies and homework

❏ 6 or more extra kippot - the large ones that don’t need clips are best

❏ Good hair clips for kippot (not bobby pins)

❏ A bag of spare change to be used for tzedakah throughout the year!


